Characteristics of evoked potentials and single neuron responses in the cat sensorimotor cortex to sound stimuli with different frequencies.
The characteristics of the averaged evoked potentials (AEP) (experiments with awake non-paralysed animals), of the evoked potentials (EP) and of the responses of single sensorimotor cortical neurons (acute experiments) of cats to tone-bursts with frequencies within 0.1-6.0 kHz were studied. Response selectivity to the tone-burst frequencies which are energetically pronounced in some biologically significant sounds for the cat was observed. The averaged curve of the dependence of the amplitude of AEP in the somatosensory cortical region (S1) on the tone-burst frequency has reliable maximum values at the frequencies of 0.8, 1.6 and 2.0-3.0 kHz. Most pronounced changes in the heart rhythm were observed within the tone-burst frequency ranges in which the AEP of the highest amplitudes were recorded. The amplitude of the AEP was found to increase during the conditioned reflex elaboration. The curve of the dependence of the probability of the EP occurrence on the frequency at equal sound pressure levels had maximum values at the frequencies of 1.6 and 3.2 kHz. The highest amplitude values of EP were found at frequencies of 0.8, 1.6 and 3.2 kHz. More than half of the recorded neurons revealed the lowest values of the response thresholds and the maximum values of the occurrence probability under suprathreshold stimulation at frequencies close to 0.8, 1.6, and 3.2 kHz. It is supposed that the above mentioned feature of the input frequency organization in sensorimotor cortex is connected with the selectivity as to the biological significance of acoustic stimuli.